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Mikhail Tank (triple Capricorn/Horse in the zodiac, with Venus in
Scorpio) is a multi-media artist, author, music performer, actor,
podcast host, and theatre creator. He is also a creative
consultant and teacher.
For Tank, Art, Royalty and Majick are the subjects which heighten
his energy and inspire him to create endlessly. Tank began with
establishing The Darksoul Theatre at the age of 13, creating a
true individuality that dealt with the frustrations of immigration
from the royal city of St. Petersburg.
Having released a multitude of original audio works— including
music, theatrical, spoken word, electronic, and poetry— a total of
50 releases have been made available to the public with over 500
compositions. Tank is a BMI author and publisher, with some of
his works being released through The Orchard, a SONY
Entertainment Distributor. One of his audio works garnered the
Guinness World Record in 2011. His favorite original audio work
is titled, Time is Diﬀerent When We Sleep.
Tank’s Live Shows have received unique acclaim, Soul
Photography being featured via the BBC’s 10 Strangest, having
performed original works in Hollywood, Vancouver, Tokyo and the

very 1st virtual ticketed show ever via a major festival, at The
Edinburgh Fringe.
His book releases have been plentiful with a large catalogue
available via Kindle, Amazon, libraries, and bookstores.
His was the first and original publication of King Solomon’s The
Testament of King Solomon (in high demand), several children’s
books (including one about his beloved GrandMother, Sophia),
several poetry anthologies, and additionally writings in the fields
of psychology, philosophy, magick, horror, and high fiction. His
most recent hardcover additions are a book of original Blessings
and a travel memoir titled, Majick Summer in Japan.
Tank’s Archetypal Mosaic podcast has featured extraordinary
guests, first via LA’s top 5 station KPFK, and later via Spotify and
iHeart Radio. Some notable guests include Archduke Géza von
Habsburg, Tatiana Fabergé, Salem’s Oﬃcial Witch ~ Laurie
Cabot, the late Jane McAdam Freud, beloved psychologist David
Burns, Jungian Professor Sonu Shamdasani, Yale Professor
Craig Wright, and many additional exquisite and enlightening
guests.
As an actor, Tank was lucky to win an audition to perform with
blue-blood Isabella Rossellini in a co-starring role on the top ABC
Television hit, Alias. He also performed on FOX’ 24, as the devil in
the Italian film, Full Moon, is under an agreement with horror
super author Stephen King on three directorial projects, and
released a multitude of original music videos and seven short
films, some of which were shown at various film festivals,
including the Oldenburg in Germany and JLTV. One was also
shown at a special screening in West Hollywood, CA, garnering
Mikhail an additional commendation from the Mayor after having
received the first from the Mayor of Hollywood for an original
Darksoul show in 2008. Tank is also a winner of SCORE’s
prestigious Entrepreneur Award, handed to him at an elegant
ceremony in Los Angeles.

Tank has attended The Cannes Film Festival, the Grammys and
Emmy Awards, Oscar screenings at The Academy, Hollywood’s
famed Magic Castle, a Halloween Party at the Playboy Mansion.
He presented an original Jungian psychological lecture in Sicily,
taught in Japan and currently practices majick, historical
collections, and multi-media Artistic Platforms. His next goal is to
get a high-quality international book deal.
Special Letter from Her Majesty, the late Queen Elizabeth II”s
Lady-in-waiting.

